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CHAPTER 5  

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ISSUES RELATED TO FAMILY LAW  

  

5.0.  INTRODUCTION  

SIS claims that women have been facing problems with the implementation of certain new 

Islamic Family Laws that were enforced in the Shariah court of Malaysia in 1987. Thus, the 

group suggests substantial legal and procedural reforms which they believe can provide 

women their rights accordingly.1   

This chapter will begin with SISô views on the status of women and their rights. This 

analysis is essential in obtaining a better understanding of the issues that will be later brought 

forward as it is frequently highlighted by SIS in the discussions of their problem solving.  

Following that, a few issues that are claimed by SIS as discrimination against Muslim 

women will be discussed and their suggested solutions will be reviewed. The researcher will 

look at how the group applies their methods in solving those problems.  

After that, an analysis of SISô commentary, recommendations and methods for solving the 

problems related to those selected issues will be done from an Islamic thought perspective.   

Since among the matters SIS focuses on are those that are related to Islamic Family 

Law, a few issues connected to this field are chosen as the subject of analysis. The issues that 

will be analysed in this chapter are related to talaq, taôliq, khulô and fasakh.  

 

                                                 
1 Zainah and Shanon, Sisters In Islam, 2.  
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5.1.1. THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND THEIR RIGHTS ACCORDING TO THE     

UNDERSTANDING OF SIS  

Among the objectives of SIS are to transform mentalities that look women as inferior to 

men and to advocate the womenôs rights framework in Islam.2 SIS claims that the group 

was formed to study and understand the status of women in Islam in their aim to attain 

their rights as stipulated in Islam. SIS believes that in the current Muslim society, women 

are being oppressed by men where they are not being treated equally in certain aspects.3  

The members of this organisation intend to reinterpret womenôs rights.4 Through 

the research they have conducted, the group found that the perception of womenôs 

inferiority to men has influenced the interpretations of the Qurôan. SIS puts the blame on 

those who are unable to comprehend the purpose behind the verses when they make 

discriminatory interpretations.5  

Thus, SIS claims that they intend to comprehend the exact meaning of the Qurôan. 

SIS mentions that all Muslims are equal participants in every aspect of Islamic life 

regardless of their gender. Based on verses of the Qurôan (33:35ï36, 9:71ï72, 4:124, 

3:195, 40:40,  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 ñMission Statement and Objectivesò, Sisters In Islam website, November 17, 2014, 

www.sistersinislam.org.my/page.php?36.  
3 Sisters in Islam, Q&A booklet: Are Men and Women Equal Before Allah, 1, Sisters In Islam website,  

February 13, 2015, 

http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/files/downloads/are_men_and_women_equal_before_allah.pdf.  
4 Rebecca Foley, ñViolence Against Women: the Challenges for Malaysian Women,ò in Violence Against 

Women in Asian Societies, ed. Lenore Manderson, and Linda Rae Bennett (London: Routledge, 2003), 136.  
5 Sisters in Islam, Q&A, 1.  

http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/page.php?36
http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/page.php?36
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16:97), they believe that both genders have equal roles and responsibilities in their 

spiritual life and Islamic struggles.6   

Allah s.w.t. says: 

  

 ĊȸĈȵ äɀćȪĆȦȹĆà ǠĆĈƞĆĀ ąȐĊȞĆøǣ ėɂĆȲĆȝ ĊȴćȾĆȒĊȞĆøǣ ćŉʋä ĆȰŉȒĆȥ ǠĆĈƞ ĈÞǠĆȆĈĉȺȱä ɂĆȲĆȝ ĆþɀćȵäŉɀĆøȩ ćüǠĆǱĈĉȀȱä Ćà ĊȴĈĈƬäĆɀĊȵ 

                                                                                             Al -NisǕ 4:34 

Translation: Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because 

Allah has given the one more (strength) than the other, and because they 

support them from their means. 

 

According to SIS, the verse 4:34 states that: ñMen are qawwamuna over women 

(on the basis) of what Allah has [faddala] preferred some of them over others and (on the 

basis) of what they spend of their property (for the support of women)...ò. However, SIS 

mentions that the verse 4:34 has been repeatedly highlighted to wrongly oppress women 

under the claim that it is the teaching of Islam. According to SIS, the meaning of this 

verse has been misinterpreted as ñMen have authority over womenò and ñAll men are 

superior to all womenò.  They further point out that the oppression of Muslim women is 

due to the misinterpretation that women and men are not equal in Islam.7 

According to SIS, verse 3:195 ñgoes on to talk about womenôs role alongside men 

in the Islamic struggle, including hijrah and jihad and the equal rewards that await both.ò 

SIS also mentions that verse 9:71 ñtalks about women and men being each otherôs 

óawliyya (protecting friends and guardians). And it also talks about the obligations of 

both women and men in Islam, such as enjoining what is just and forbidding what is evil 

and observing regular prayers, zakat and obedience to Allah swt and the Prophet saw.ò8  

                                                 
6 Ibid., 1-2.  
7 Ibid., 3-5. 
8 Ibid., 6-7.  
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SIS concludes that men and women are created for the same purpose, namely to 

serve as caliphate. Therefore, they believe that ñsince the equal status of women and men 

in spiritual matters is not only recognised but insisted upon in the Qurôan, what more the 

equal rights and obligations of women and men in temporal matters.ò9  

  

5.1.2. AN ANALYSIS OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND THEIR RIGHTS BY 

SIS FROM AN ISLAMIC THOUGHT PERSPECTIVE  

SIS claims its ñresearch has shown that oppressive interpretations of the Qurôan are 

influenced mostly by cultural practices and values which regard women as inferior and 

subordinate to menò10, yet they fail to identify the Muslim scholars whom they assert to 

have made these oppressive interpretations. The group cannot claim that they have 

conducted the research without giving any evidence. This renders their accusations 

baseless and invalid. It is true that Islamic teachings do not oppress women. Thus, to 

accuse Muslim scholars of making oppressive interpretations and misinterpreting the 

revelation of Allah s.w.t. is unacceptable as these scholars are knowledgeable and experts 

in their field. It is highly unlikely for them to unanimously agree on matters that are 

contrary to the true teachings of Islam. The issue of priority and superiority between 

genders come from SISô misunderstanding and they should be aware that Muslim scholars 

do not say men and women are unequal as human beings. Gender does not differentiate 

oneôs status to Allah s.w.t..   

In this matter, SIS has to further comprehend the discussion at hand and avoid 

making pre-conclusive judgements. Muslim scholars do not mean that the status of men 

is superior to women or that women are of lesser value then men when they use the words 

ósuperiorô, óexcel,ô ófavourô, óbetter,ô or other similar words, rather, what they mean to 

                                                 
9 Ibid., 3  
10 Sisters in Islam, Q&A, 1.  
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say is women deserve to be cared for and protected by men. That is the reason why after 

mentioning the qualities of men, the roles of men as protectors of women is subsequently 

highlighted. SIS cannot make conclusions merely by extracting certain sentences or 

incomplete parts of a topic. They must study and analyse the topic as a whole in order to 

understand it.   

Naturally, the husband is fit to be a guardian and master of the household.11 

According to Dr. Azizah, the word ñfaỈỈalaò means favour. In this context, it means that 

Allah s.w.t. bestows greater responsibility upon men. As an example, they are responsible 

in providing sustenance to their family.12  

It cannot be denied that men and women are not equal in certain aspects. Both 

genders have their own unique qualities and one gender cannot be envious of the other 

over those qualities.13   

Allah s.w.t. says in the Quran: 

ǠĆȆĈĉȺȲĈȱĆĀ ̓ äɀćǤĆȆĆǪĊȭä ǠŉĈĉư ĄǢɆĈȎĆȹ ĈüǠĆǱĈĉȀȲĈĉȱ ˀ ąȐĊȞĆøǣ ėɂĆȲĆȝ ĊȴćȮĆȒĊȞĆøǣ ĈȼĈǣ ćŉʋä ĆȰŉȒĆȥ ǠĆȵ äĊɀŉøȺĆȶĆǪĆøǩ ĆɍĆĀ ĈÞ ĄǢɆĈȎĆȹ  ˀ ĆĊƏĆȆĆǪĊȭä ǠŉĈĉư

ǠăȶɆĈȲĆȝ ąÞĊɄĆȉ ĈĉȰćȮĈǣ ĆþǠĆȭ Ćŉʋä ŉþĈâ ̔ ĈȼĈȲĊȒĆȥ ȸĈȵ Ćŉʋä äɀćȱĆǖĊȅäĆĀ 

                                     Al -NisǕ 4: 32 

 

Translation: And in no wise covet those things in which Allah Hath bestowed His gifts 

More freely on some of you than on others: To men is allotted what they earn, and to 

women what they earn: But ask Allah of His bounty. For Allah hath full knowledge of all 

things. 

 

Even though men are physically stronger than women, it does not mean that their 

status is higher than that of women. It is futile to fight for equal rights and responsibilities 

between men and women. Each gender has distinctive characteristics. Rights and duties 

are bestowed upon men and women based on these natural characteristics.14 None of the 

                                                 
11 Maulana Wahiduddin Khan, Woman in Islamic Shariôah (New Delhi: The Islamic Centre, 1995), 67-68. 
12 Azizah Mohammad (Assoc. Prof. Dr.), an interview with the researcher, April 16, 2014. 
13 Maulana Wahiduddin Khan, Woman in Islamic Shariôah, 69. 
14 ñIslam and Feminismò, IslamOnline website, February 13, 2015, 

http://www.islamonline.com/news/articles/102/Islam-and-Feminism.html. 
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Muslim scholars declare that men have a superior status over women due to their physical 

strength.   

The following statement made by SIS which says ñsince the equal status of women 

and men in spiritual matters is not only recognised but insisted upon in the Qurôan, what 

more the equal rights and obligations of women and men in temporal mattersò15 should 

be corrected. Since men and women are not equal biologically or psychologically, the 

rights of each gender are also different in certain aspects of life.16 However, the different 

roles and rights of men and women in specific areas of worldly affairs do not imply that 

they are unequal in terms of their status as a human being.    

Another thing that should be clear here is how SIS defines gender equality and 

justice. Do they define ñequality and justiceò based on the Qurôan and Sunnah? Or do 

they define it merely based on the human mind, according to the understanding of the 

West? If they define it merely based on their minds or according to the understanding of 

the West, they will not be able to grasp the actual meaning of the words ñjustice and 

equalityò. In fact, they will drift further from the truth in their struggle towards gender 

equality and justice.   

 In the Arabic language, there are several terms used for justice. The most 

common Arabic term that is used for justice is óadaǕlah17 or óadl. The term óadǕlah or 

óadl is  

an abstract noun derived from the verb óadala, which means: first, to straighten or to sit 

straight, to amend or modify; second, to run away, depart or deflect from one (wrong) 

path to the other (right) one; third, to be equal or equivalent, to be equal or match, or to 

equalize; and fourth, to balance or counter-balance, to weigh, or to be in a state of 

equilibrium.18 

                                                 
15 Sisters in Islam, Q&A, 3.  
16 B. Aisha Lemu, The Ideal Muslim Wife, (Minna, Niger State: Islamic Education Trust, First Published 1992), 

2.  
17 Faruqi, Law Dictionary, 3rd ed. (Beirut: Libraitie Du Liben, 1982), 397. 
18 See Ibn Manzur, Lisan al-óarab, vol. 13, 457-458; al-Fayruzabadi, al-Qamus al-Muhit, vol. 1, 431; vol. 2, 

415-416; vol. 4 (pt. 2), 6; al-Zabidi, Taj al-óArus, vol. 8, 9-10; and al-Maqqari, Kitab al-Misbah al-Munir, vol. 

2, 541-542, passim pp. 689-690. 
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Technically,  

óadl may connote the following meanings: (i) To place things in their rightful places; (ii) 

to give people their rights and what they deserve; (iii) to be impartial in oneôs judgments 

and decisions; (iv) to say the truth; (v) to be balanced in oneôs views and judgements; (vi) 

to avoid biases and prejudice; (vii) and to avoid oppressing others.19  

 

Besides the word óadǕlah, there are other words used for justice which includes: 

ñQist, qasd, mizan, qistas, istiqamah, wasat, nasib and hissah.ò20 The words ñjawr, zulm 

(wrongdoing), tughyan (tyranny), mayl (inclination) and inhiraf (deviation)ò are the 

antonyms of óadl.21   

Justice is not merely achieved when both genders are able to demand and acquire 

equal quantities of items or equal rights in all aspects. We cannot say that men and women 

should be given the same rights in all aspects and situations.   

That is the reason why there are Muslim feminists who demand the right to 

become the Imam and khatib for Friday prayer, and to be appointed as the highest leader 

(khalǭfah) because they believe that if men are able to hold these roles, women also should 

be given the same rights.22   

However, from the Islamic thought perspective, in order for justice to be served, 

specific rights must be given to those who are worthy of it. Justice does not mean that 

                                                 
19 Munawar Haque et al., Ethics and Fiqh for Everyday Life: An Islamic Perspective (Kuala Lumpur: IIUM 

Press, International Islamic University Malaysia, 2010), 34.  
20 Majid Khadduri, The Islamic Conception of Justice (Baltimore and London: The Hopkins University Press, 

1984), 6.  
21Ibid.  
22 Khalif Muammar (Dr.), and Adibah Muhtar, ñWacana Kesetaraan Gender: Islamis vs Feminis Muslimò 

(Artikel, Seminar Permurnian Akidah 2009, Pejabat Mufti Wilayah Persekutuan, and Jabatan Agama Islam 

Wilayah Persekutuan, Masjid Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur, August 20, 2009), 30.  
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every individual is given equal quantity of rights; rather justice is to place things in their 

rightful place by considering its suitability, ability, and fiἲrah to ensure that the appointed 

one has the ability to carry out the duty.23    

Based on this reason, Islam bestows certain tasks and rights to men, for example 

the duty of nafqah, jihǕd and leading women. Although Islam accords these tasks to men, 

it is not a form of discrimination towards women.  Many scholars in the West claim that 

this is discrimination between the two genders, however these claims are merely based 

on their own perspectives concerning material wealth, position and status.24  

The duty of childbearing is given exclusively to women due to their biological, 

physiological, mental and emotional qualities which are unique to this gender. It does not 

mean the status of women is beneath that of men. This duty is bestowed upon women 

because the qualities that are inherent among women such as devotion and patience are 

essential in raising children. If we look at it from this angle, we find that this task is given 

to women as an honour to them and not as discrimination. There is Ỡikmah behind the 

difference of duties between men and women. Certain duties are given to women because 

of characteristics that belong to them and it is also the same with men. Cooperation 

between these two genders can help to establish balance and harmony within a family 

unit.25   

To appoint the man as a leader of the family and the woman as the one who 

manages the household does not put the woman in a lower position. The philosophy of 

leadership is not related to the position of men or women in society. Leadership is a 

responsibility that comes at a price and the duties that come with it will be questioned in 

the hereafter. According to Sayyid Qu b, leadership is very important in a family, 

                                                 
23 YȊsuf al-Qara awǭ, Min Fiqh al-Dawlah (al-QǕhirah: DǕr al-ShurȊq, 1996), 162.  
24 Khalif and Adibah , ñWacanaò, 30.  
25 Ibid. 
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organization or institution. It can help a family to develop and succeed in this life and the 

hereafter. There is no power and responsibility without leadership.26   

 

According to Islam, the husband is responsible in ensuring that his family 

performs all the injunctions that Allah s.w.t. has decreed and that they avoid what is 

prohibited. Whereas the wife is responsible to obey her husband as long as it is not against 

what Allah s.w.t. has willed.27 The leadership of men should be based on love and 

cooperation.28479 It is a responsibility that bears a great burden on one who holds it. The 

concept of leadership in Islam is different to the Western perspective. This is because the 

West separates power and morality in its concept of leadership.29  

It does not mean that men and women are not equal to one other in any aspect. On 

one hand, men and women are both humans, thus there is the possibility of equality 

between these two genders in some aspects. On the other hand, they are dissimilar in 

terms of their natural differences, thus equality between these two genders is impossible 

in certain aspects. Even though they are different in certain aspects, they are 

complementary to one another.30  

If it is impossible to have complete equality among individuals of the same gender 

due to natural differences and qualities, then it is inevitably impossible to have complete 

equality between different genders.31    

                                                 
26 Sayyid Qu b, Fǭ ὕilǕl al-QurôǕn (al-QǕhirah: DǕr al-ShurȊq, 1997), 5: 649-652.  

27 Abdur Rahman I. Doi, Shariôah: The Islamic Law (Kuala Lumpur: A.S. Noordeen, 2002), 130; óAbd al-

Karǭm ZaydǕn, UἨȊl al-Daôwah (BayrȊt: Muᾷassasat al-RisǕlah, 2000), 126.   
28 Abdur Rahman I. Doi, Shariôah, 131.  
29 Khalif, and Adibah , ñWacanaò, 32.  
30 Abdul-Rahman Al-Sheha (Dr.), Women in Islam & Refutation of Some Common Misconceptions, translated 

by Abu Salman Deya ud-Deen Eberle, ed. Abu Ayoub JeromǛ Boulter, and Abdurrahman Murad (Riyadh: 

Abdurrahmaan al-Sheha, t.t.), 28.  
31 Ibid., 29.  
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There are many examples that are brought up by our Muslim scholars based on 

the Qurôan and Sunnah regarding equality between men and women. The following are 

among those examples that show Islam treats both genders equally:32 

i. Both genders are equal from the point of humanity. It is very clear that men 

and women are created from one single source. It shows that both genders are equal in 

terms of humanity and they complement one another.  

Allah s.w.t. says: 

 ĆȲĆǹ ĂĈǾŉȱä ćȴćȮŉǣĆî äɀćȪŉøǩä ćðǠŉȺȱä ǠĆȾŊøɅĆà Ćˬ ćȾĊøȺĈȵ ŉǬĆǣĆĀ ǠĆȾĆǱĊĀĆï ǠĆȾĊøȺĈȵ ĆȨĆȲĆǹĆĀ ąæĆǼĈǵäĆĀ ąȄĊȦŉøȹ ȸĈĉȵ ȴćȮĆȪ ˀ ăÞǠĆȆĈȹĆĀ äăƘĈǮĆȭ ăɍǠĆǱĈî ǠĆȶ 

                                                                    Al -NisǕ 4: 1 

 

Translation: O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a single 

person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like seeds) 

countless men and women; 

 

ii.  Both sexes also have to perform equal religious duties and rituals. For 

example, both men and women are required to perform prayer, give zakǕh, fast and carry 

out the pilgrimage (ἤajj).  

Allah s.w.t. says: 

 ćɅĆĀ ĈȀĆȮȺćȶĊȱä ĈȸĆȝ ĆþĊɀĆȾĊøȺĆøɅĆĀ ĈùĀćȀĊȞĆȶĊȱĈ˨ ĆþĀćȀćȵĊĆи ˀ ąȐĊȞĆøǣ ćÞǠĆɆĈȱĊĀĆà ĊȴćȾćȒĊȞĆøǣ ćçǠĆȺĈȵĊǘćȶĊȱäĆĀ ĆþɀćȺĈȵĊǘćȶĊȱäĆĀ ĆþɀćǩĊǘćøɅĆĀ ĆæĆɎŉȎȱä ĆþɀćȶɆĈȪ

 ĆæǠĆȭŉȂȱä ˀ ćȼĆȱɀćȅĆîĆĀ Ćŉʋä ĆþɀćȞɆĈȖćɅĆĀ 

                                         Al -Tawbah 9:71 

 

Translation: The Believers, men and women, are protectors one of another: they enjoin 

what is just, and forbid what is evil: they observe regular prayers, practise regular charity, 

and obey Allah and His Messenger.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
32 Ibid., 26-34 
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iii.  There is no difference of rewards for obedience or punishment for 

disobedience between men and women in this world and the Hereafter.  

Allah s.w.t. says: 

 ĊĀĆà ąȀĆȭĆí ȸĈĉȵ ǠăĈƩǠĆȍ ĆȰĈȶĆȝ ĊȸĆȵ ćȽĆȀĊǱĆà ĊȴćȾŉøȺĆøɅĈȂĊǲĆȺĆȱĆĀ ̓ ăǦĆǤĈĉɆĆȕ ăæǠĆɆĆǵ ćȼŉȺĆøɆĈɆĊǶćȺĆȲĆøȥ ĄȸĈȵĊǘćȵ ĆɀćȽĆĀ ėɂĆǮȹćà ĆþɀćȲĆȶĊȞĆøɅ äɀćȹǠĆȭ ǠĆȵ ĈȸĆȆĊǵĆĈд ȴ 

                                                      Al -Na l 16: 97 

 

Translation: Whoever works righteousness, man or woman, and has Faith, verily, to him 

will We give a new Life, a life that is good and pure and We will bestow on such their 

reward according to the best of their actions. 

 

iv. Both males and females have similar moral duties and are eligible to similar 

general rights in guarding chastity, integrity, personal honour and respect.  

v. There is no prevention of both sexes to be involved in financial dealings and 

property ownership. This means that women are also allowed to own, buy, sell and 

undertake any financial transaction. 

vi. Islam teaches that a man who seeks to inculcate good character should treat 

women fairly. He cannot oppress or persecute women.  

The Prophet s.a.w said:  

.ĊȴĈȾĈǝǠĆȆĈȺĈȱ ĊȴćȭćȀĊøɆĆǹ ĊȴćȭćȀĊøɆĆǹĆĀ ÛǠăȪćȲćǹ ĊȴćȾćøȺĆȆĊǵĆà ă˫ǠĆƹĈâ ĆƙĈȺĈȵĊǘćȶĊȱä ćȰĆȶĊȭà 

Translation: The most complete of the believers in faith, is the one with the best character 

among them. And the best of you are those who are best to their women.33 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
33 Narrated by al-Tirmidhi, AbwǕb KitǕb al-Ri Ǖᾶ, BǕb Ma JǕᾷ fǭ aqq al-Marᾷah ᾶalǕ ZawjihǕ, number of 

Hadith 1162, Hadith asan a ǭ. 
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vii.  Both genders have equal rights in obtaining education and cultivation of 

skills.  

viii.  Both sexes have equal duty and responsibility to ensure the wellbeing of their 

society to the best of their capability. Both should together carry out their tasks to enjoin 

good and forbid evil. 

ix. Both genders are required to pay obligatory charity (zakǕh) according to the 

determined ratio. Besides that, men and women also have set and determined rights to 

receive their fair share of wealth.  

Allah s.w.t. says: 

 ĆûĆȀĆøǩ ǠŉĈĉư ĄǢɆĈȎĆȹ ĈÞǠĆȆĈĉȺȲĈȱĆĀ ĆþɀćǣĆȀĊøȩĆĊɉäĆĀ ĈþäĆǼĈȱäĆɀĊȱä ĆûĆȀĆøǩ ǠŉĈĉư ĄǢɆĈȎĆȹ ĈüǠĆǱĈĉȀȲĈĉȱä ǠăǤɆĈȎĆȹ ˀ ĆȀćøǮĆȭ ĊĀĆà ćȼĊȺĈȵ ŉȰĆȩ ǠŉĈư ĆþɀćǣĆȀĊøȩĆĊɉäĆĀ ĈþäĆǼĈȱäĆɀĊȱ

ǠăȑĀćȀĊȦŉȵ 

                                                      Al -NisǕ 4: 7 

 

Translation: From what is left by parents and those nearest related there is a share for men 

and a share for women, whether the property be small or large,-a determinate share. 

 

These are among the examples that show Islam treats women as equals to men. 

These teachings were brought by our Muslims scholars. So how can this group accuse 

that some interpretations of men discriminate women?  

Hence, SIS must refer to the Qurôan and Sunnah in understanding the concept of 

ñequality and justiceò. Besides that, they must also refer to other sources of Islam, 

including the writings of early great Muslim scholars. They must not merely understand 

the terms based on their own opinion and logic because the human mind is restricted. 

Furthermore, they must discuss equality and justice by referring to Islamic sources before 

accusing others as bias.  

From the Islamic point of view, in order to exercise justice, rights should be given 

to the rightful person. It is injustice to give equal roles and rights to women and men in 

all temporal matters or worldly life. The physical and biological differences between men 
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and women lead to the differences of certain rights bestowed upon each gender. Justice 

does not mean that each gender should get the same rights in all aspects. In order to 

achieve justice, Islam gives rights to the rightful people according to their physical and 

biological capability.  

According to Dr. Azizah, the roles between men and women are divided based on 

nature and not culture.34 As stated by the Prophet s.a.w.:  

 ǠĆȶĆȭ ÛĈȼĈȹäĆȀĈĉȎĆȺćøɅĆĀ ĈȼĈȹäĆìĈĉɀĆȾćøɅ ćȻäĆɀĆøǣĆǖĆȥ ÛĈæĆȀĊȖĈȦĊȱä ɂĆȲĆȝ ćǼĆȱɀćɅ ąìɀćȱĊɀĆȵ ŊȰćȭ ĊȸĈȵ ćȰĈǣĈĊɋä ćǰĆǩǠĆȺĆøǩ ŊȄĈćƠ ĊȰĆȽ ÛĆÞǠĆȞĊĆƤ ąǦĆȶɆĈĆŏ 

ÝĆÞǠĆȝĊǼĆǱ ĊȸĈȵ  

Translation: Every child is born on Islam, but his parents make him a Jew and a Christian, 

just as a beast is born whole. Do you find some among them (born) maimed?  35 

 

There are verses in the Qurôan and sayings of the Prophet s.a.w. with regards to 

the rights of women. SIS has to refer to these main sources in order to further understand 

womenôs rights in Islam. The group cannot merely make their own judgments to 

determine those rights.  

According to Dr. Sofiyyah, there are particular issues clearly explained in the al-

Qurôan that are beyond the capability of the human mind to even conceive. The matter 

relating to maỠram is an example. The Qurôan clearly mentions this matter. At the same 

time, there are also matters that the human mind can conceive.36 However, this does not 

mean that the comprehension of these issues can be practiced liberally without any 

limitations. The human mind must be guided by the Qurôan and Hadith.  The most 

                                                 
34 Azizah Mohammad (Assoc. Prof. Dr.), in an interview with the writer, April 16, 2014. 
35 Narrated by AbȊ DawȊd, KitǕb al-Sunnah, BǕb fǭ DharǕriyy al-Mushrikǭn, number of hadith 4714, a ǭ 

(al-AlbǕnǭ).   
36 Safiyah Shams al-Din (Assistant Professor, Dr.), Department of Qurôan and Sunnah Studies, Kuliyyah of 

Islamic Revealed Knowledge and Human Sciences, International Islamic University Malaysia), in an interview 

with the writer, September 4, 2014.   
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important thing in the process of explaining these matters is to ensure that they do not 

contradict with the Quran and Hadith.   

SIS cannot merely use their own opinions to determine the rights of men and 

women. They have to refer these matters to the Qurôan and Sunnah.   

Dr. Azizah states that it is the responsibility of the husband to provide sustenance 

as revealed in surah al-NisǕ 4:34. In addition to this, Allah s.w.t. says:  

 ćçäĆǼĈȱäĆɀĊȱäĆĀ  ĈĊƙĆȲĈȵǠĆȭ ĈĊƙĆȱĊɀĆǵ ŉȸćȽĆìĆɍĊĀĆà ĆȸĊȞĈȑĊȀćøɅ  

                                                                      Al -BaqǕrah: 2: 233 

 

Translation: Mothers may breastfeed their children two complete years for whoever 

wishes to complete the nursing [period].  

  

Thus, the women is given the responsibility to breastfeed her baby, while the men 

provides sustenance for the family.  The sustenance or maintenance to feed the mother is 

to the extent where the husband is completely responsible. To attain marital happiness, 

one must put in their sincere efforts to maintain a harmonious and successful marriage. It 

is not necessarily a duty or responsibility, rather an act for Allah.37 

The husband is the leader of the family.38 (Refer to sȊrah Al-NisǕ 4:34 

and sȊrah Al-BaqarǕh 2:228) The group has to understand that there is nobody among 

the Muslim scholars who say that women are inferior to men because of this. This 

leadership of men over women does not indicate any kind of inequality or dictatorship, 

but it is identified as a responsibility. 

If the husband is a leader, a wife should recognize his leadership because 

ña ship with two captains will never reach its destination.ò39  

Therefore, the wife has the responsibility of running the household and 

                                                 
37 Azizah Mohammad (Assoc. Prof. Dr.), in an interview with the writer, April 16, 2014. 
38 B. Aisha Lemu, The Ideal Muslim Wife, 16. 
39 Ibid., 17. 
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raising the children.40 It is very clear here that this is the role of the wife.  

A wife running the household and a husband working outside the home are equally 

significant roles. Therefore, running the household cannot be considered inferior to 

working outside of the home because Islam honours both efforts. Hence there is no 

question of having superiority or inferiority among men and women in this matter.41 

There are people who believe that different actions should receive different 

rewards. However, they should understand that there are also different actions that obtain 

equal rewards in Islam. 

Husbands and wives are a part of one another and this is a basic principle that 

determines their rights and duties.42  

Allah s.w.t. says: 

     ĊȴćǪȹĆàĆĀ ĊȴćȮŉȱ ĄðǠĆǤĈȱ ŉȸćȽ  ̔ŉȸćŉƬ ĄðǠĆǤĈȱ  

            Al -BaqǕrah 2:187  

Translation: They are clothing for you and you are clothing for them. 

Muslim scholars did not limit the task of women to only be mothers. In other 

words, they also mentioned that Muslim women can involve themselves in other fields. 

It is true that Muslim women and men have equal responsibilities in certain aspects of 

life, for instance, the responsibility of enjoining right and forbidding evil. (Refer SȊrah 

Al-Tawbah 9:71]. 

However, it is not true to say that Muslim women and men have the same 

responsibilities in all aspects of life because there are some roles which are fit for only 

one gender.   

                                                 
40 Ibid. 19. 
41 Maulana Wahiduddin Khan, Woman, 59-60. 
42 Maulana Wahiduddin Khan, Woman, 124. 
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Therefore, giving the same rights and obligations to women and men in all aspects 

of life will be unfair as certain roles are not suitable for a particular gender. Even though 

there are roles of men that women do not have, these differences are not a form of 

discrimination.43 Men have unique characteristics that are necessary for being a leader 

and sustaining the family, while the women have unique characteristics that are necessary 

for maintaining the home and rearing the children.44 As leaders, men are not considered 

to have a higher status over women in terms of human value, while as wives and mothers; 

women are not considered inferior to men. In fact, their respective roles and rights are 

suited according to their unique characteristics and both are of equal status.  

The issue that is being raised by SIS regarding ñmen hav[ing] authority over 

womenò is a misunderstanding. None of the Muslim scholars have said that men have 

absolute authority over women. ñThe man or husband as the leader in a familyò does not 

mean that the man can do anything he wants to his wife. It must be understood here that 

giving men the right as a leader in a family does not mean that he has absolute authority, 

and it also does not mean that the wife does not have any right as a member of that family. 

SIS cannot deny the importance of authority in any institution because without authority, 

who would take the role as a leader? Who would take orders from the leader? From a 

small unit such as a family institution to a large unit such as a country, each institution, 

regardless of its size must have an authority or a leader. However, a leader is also bound 

by rules and regulations. He would not have absolute authority.   

The issue of ñmen hav[ing] authority over womenò should be viewed from the 

positive angle it has on women.  The role as a leader in a family gives the husband 

authority over his family members including his wife to ensure their wellbeing, but with 

                                                 
43 Ibid., 125.  
44 Ibid., 129.  
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the condition that the authority that is exercised is guided by the al-Qurôan and Sunnah, 

and he is must not misuse it over them.  

The womenôs task of bringing up children is essential and is within their nature to 

be the carer of the family. Thus, society must not look down upon the role of the caregiver 

or the domestic wife.45  

Men and women have been created by Allah s.w.t. to complete one another.46 The 

womanôs responsibilities of childbearing, breastfeeding and looking after her children are 

the responsibilities which require mental, physical and psychological strength and 

endurance. Whereas the man is the sustainer and protector in helping the wife accomplish 

her duties as a mother. Both duties of men and women are equally important. Men and 

women are assigned duties according to their natural characteristics.   

Both men and women are obligated to seek knowledge, and if the husband is 

unable to provide a source of knowledge to his wife, the husband has no right to stop her 

from seeking it. If a woman wishes to go to congregational prayers at a mosque, the 

husband also has no right to stop her. In addition to this, women are allowed to participate 

in other fields such as giving first aid and nursing services to an army. These are among 

the examples of womenôs rights.  

Muslim scholars have never said that childbearing is the only task that woman are 

permitted to do. In fact, there are many other tasks that women can partake in society as 

long as it does not contradict with the teachings of Islam.    The motherôs role in 

childbearing and raising children and the fatherôs role as the sustainer and protector of the 

family are very important. To build a healthy family institution, the wife/mother and 

husband/father should play their respective roles properly as both tasks are crucial and 

                                                 
45 ñSome Misconceptions about Women in Islamò, Islamhouse.com website, February 14, 2015, 

http://islamhouse.com/ar/articles/53056/.  
46 B. Aisha Lemu, The Ideal Muslim Wife, 21.  
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significant. Both tasks complement one another. The problem arises when those who have 

been influenced by Western ideologies claim that these different roles are a form of 

gender discrimination. These people assume the role of childbearing and raising children 

as inferior.   

However, from the Islamic perspective, these tasks are among the most important 

and difficult tasks. Therefore, bestowing women with the task of childbearing and raising 

children is an honour and their tasks are not limited to these alone. Their roles are also 

important in other aspects of life which go well with their nature and do not contradict to 

Islamic teachings.  

Based on the above discussion, the explanation given by Muslim scholars with 

regards to the roles and right of women in Islam is indeed beautiful. It further defies the 

accusation made by SIS that the interpretations made by male Muslim scholars are biased 

against women.   

In addition to this, the Muslim scholars also stress on the rights of women as 

human beings, feminine beings, mothers, daughters, wives and as members of the society. 

As a human being, Islam considers woman and man as equal in terms of their value and 

position. Islam also protects the womanôs femininity, for example only women can wear 

gold and pure silk. Women are protected and given sustenance by her guardian whether 

it is her father, husband, son or brother. As a mother, everybody is obligated to treat her 

kindly.  A daughter or a son is a gift from Allah without any discrimination. The woman 

also has the right as a wife: she is given dowry, sustenance, and to be treated honourably. 

Besides that, the woman also has a right as a member of the society, for example both 

men and women are responsible in enjoining right and forbidding evil. These are among 

the teachings with regards to the rights of women as taught by the male Muslim scholars 

based on the Qurôan and Sunnah. The male Muslim scholars highlights that the rights of 

women are not only as mothers, but even more. How can SIS accuse some of these male 
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Muslim scholars for discriminating women in their interpretations? They cannot judge 

them based on isolated cases, or in other words, they cannot make generalisations.  

As a conclusion, there are rights that are given to men and women equally. 

However, there are also rights in certain aspects that are specific to one gender. It is not 

valid to say that justice can only be achieved if both genders are given equal rights in all 

aspects of life. As an example, Islam gives the role of sustainers to men because they are 

naturally physically stronger than women thus have the capability to carry out this role. 

If the role of sustainer is given to women, this would be a form of injustice as the woman 

is naturally physically weaker. In addition to this, SIS cannot make accusations against 

Muslim scholars without bringing forward any evidence. These Muslim scholars are 

people of knowledge. They are pious people and have a deep understanding of Islam.  

The group has to refer to the Qurôan and Hadith in their efforts to recover and 

understand womenôs rights in Islam. They have to apply the proper method of tafsǭr in 

understanding the Qurôan in order to obtain the accurate meanings. They must also refer 

to Hadith in their discussion of womenôs rights. Whenever they want to give any opinion, 

they have to ensure that their human minds are guided by the Quran and Hadith. The 

human logic is important but it must be based on the Quran and Hadith and parallel with 

Islamic teachings. We are prohibited from following ahl al-hawǕ or expressing opinions 

on religious matters based on our minds alone. The role of the human mind is not to 

determine what is good and bad or right and wrong, but rather, to understand and 

implement the rulings of Allah s.w.t. Most High, as contained in the Shariah. Therefore, 

in whatever that is said about Islam, the Qurôan, and Sunnah must be referred to.  
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5.2.  ISSUES ANALYSIS RELATED TO FAMILY LAW   

Among the matters SIS focuses on are those that are related to Islamic Family 

Law. This topic explains several issues raised by SIS relating to ἲalǕq, fasakh, khuló and 

taólǭq. SISô comments and recommendations related to these issues will be discussed, and 

their methods of problem solving will be analysed from an Islamic thought perspective  

The group suggests that some of the existing Shariah laws in Malaysia should be 

reformed as they believe the practices are based on historical interpretations of Islam that 

date back to the seventh and eighth centuries. According to SIS, the realities of women 

today is not accounted for, thus it is necessary to review some of the existing Shariah laws 

in Malaysia for a reformation that meets the needs of present day women. At the same 

time, SIS has also asked Muslims in Malaysia to question the exercise of power at national 

and international levels in order to reduce gender disparities in the community.47  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
47 Farish A. Noor, ñReformist Muslim Thinkersò, 222.  
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5.2.1. PROBLEM  SOLVING OF SIS REGARDING ISSUES RELATED TO ẊALǔQ: AN 

ANALYSIS FROM AN ISLAMIC THOUGHT PERSPECTIVE  

Literally, ἲalǕq means ñtaking off any tie or restraintò and ñin law it signifies the 

dissolution of marriage.ò 48   

In Shariah, repudiation is defined as "the dissolution of a valid marriage contract 

forthwith or at a later date by the husband, his agent or his wife duly authorized by him 

to do so, using the word talaq, a derivative or a synonym thereof."49   

In Malaysia, the Act and the enactment of Islamic Family Law provides 

stipulations of divorce among married Muslim couples.  Section 47 is the provision for 

divorce through ἲalǕq or by order, while section 48 is the provision of arbitration by 

Ỡakam.50   

In this sub topic, the comments, recommendations, and solutions provided by SIS 

regarding the issue of ἲalǕq from section 47, and arbitration by Ỡakam from section 48 

will be reviewed. Their comments and problem solving methods from an Islamic thought 

perspective will then be analyzed.   

SIS has submitted several recommendations for the amendment of section 47 and 

48. They claim that their recommendations are aimed to help with the implementation of 

the provisions and avoid unnecessary delays and unwarranted incidents. SIS believes 

these kinds of problems bring unavoidable hardship and injustice to the parties involved 

specifically the wives and children.   

                                                 
48 Syed Khalid Rashid, Muslim Law (Lucknow: Eastern Book Company, 1979), 89.  
49 Jamal J. Nasir, Nasir, Jamal J. (Jamal Jamil), ed., The Islamic Law of Personal Status (London: Brill Archive, 

1990), 113-114.  
50 ñThe author is unknownò, Laws of Malaysia, Act 303, Islamic Family Law (Federal Territories) Act 1984, 

Incoporating All Ammendments up to 1 January 2006 (Malaysia: The Commissioner of Law  

Revision, 2006), 30-34, November 7, 2014, http://www.agc.gov.my/Akta/Vol.%207/Act%20303.pdf.  

http://www.google.com.my/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Jamal+J.+Nasir%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=7
http://www.agc.gov.my/Akta/Vol.%207/Act%20303.pdf
http://www.agc.gov.my/Akta/Vol.%207/Act%20303.pdf
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5.2.1.1. The Issue of the Courtôs Technical Problems with Regards to ἱalǕq  

SIS has highlighted the impact of existing provisions from section 47 and 48 as follows:51 

(i) The wife has to go through several stages and a conciliatory committee as 

well as ἤakam if the husband does not agree to divorce her; 

(ii)  Subsection (4):52 can add to the delay of the removal of a ἤakam and the 

appointment of another;  

(iii)  Subsection (5):53 to obtain full power from their principal can burden the 

ἤakam; and 

(iv) Subsection (6):54 there are multiple procedures to go through before the stage 

that allows the court to appoint another ἤakam to give them the power to order a divorce. 

According to SIS, the husband does not have to go through such stages even if his wife 

does not agree with the divorce. However such procedures are put in place when the 

situation is the other way around.  

SIS claims that in the case of ἲalǕq through mutual consent, the wife is told to be 

patient through counselling and is not given a complete explanation of the rights of both 

                                                 
51 ñMemorandum Perbandingan Rang Undang-Undang Keluarga Islam Dengan Akta Undang-Undang 

Keluarga Islam 1984 (Januari 2002)ò, Sisters In Islam website, October 22, 2014, 

http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news.php?item.29.8. 
52 Section 48, Subsection (4): If the Hakam are unable to agree, or if the Court is not satisfied with their 

conduct of the arbitration, the Court may remove them and appoint other Hakam in their place. 
53 Section 48, Subsection (5): The Hakam shall endeavour to obtain from their respective principals full 

authority, and may, if their authority extends so far, pronounce one talaq before the Court if so permitted by the 

Court, and in that event the Court shall record that pronouncement of one talaq, and send a certified copy of the 

record to the appropriate Registrar and to the Chief Registrar for registration. 
54 Section 48, Subsection (6): If the Hakam are of the opinion that the parties should be divorced but are 

unable for any reason to order a divorce, the Court shall appoint other Hakam and shall confer on them 

authority to order a divorce and shall, if they do so, record the order and send a certified copy of the record to 

the appropriate Registrar and to the Chief Registrar for registration.34 Laws of Malaysia ACT 303. 

http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news.php?item.29.8
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husband and wife with regards to divorce. According to SIS, this counselling process is 

irrelevant because it is much in favour of the husband.55  

SIS highlights that there are cases where the court does not take into consideration 

the womenôs issues, for example, one case states that a wife was forced under duress to 

agree to a condition where financial claims were dropped as imposed by the husband.  

SIS claims that the court takes no interest to intervene in order to safeguard the welfare 

and rights of the wife. Rather, SIS says that the court insists the husband and wife to 

discuss and convene outside of the court before the trial commences. SIS highlights that 

this is cumbersome to the wife, especially to those who do not know their rights in 

divorce.56  

SIS also claims that a divorce is difficult when the woman requests for it, but it 

comes easily for when it requested by the man. According to SIS, even when all 

circumstances show that the marriage cannot be saved and enough witnesses testified to 

support the divorce, the court would take unnecessary steps in extending the divorce 

procedure if the husband is not agreeable to it.57   

  

Analysis:  

The above issues highlighted by SIS are references to technical problems. If the claims 

of SIS are true, the court or the relevant authorities should take action to solve the 

problems that are faced by women in the process of divorce especially for those whose 

husbands are not agreeable to it. A proper study should also be conducted to investigate 

the claims made with regards to inequality faced by women in counselling and divorce 

procedures.  

                                                 
55 ñPembaharuan Proses Perceraian dan Tuntutan Sampingan Dalam Prosiding Mahkamah Syariahò , Sisters 

In Islam website, October 23, 2014, http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news.php?item.1066.8.  
56 Ibid.  
57 Ibid.  

http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news.php?item.1066.8
http://www.sistersinislam.org.my/news.php?item.1066.8



